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WASHINGTON — The Biden administration is searching for to clear doubtlessly a whole 

bunch of 1000’s of deportation and asylum circumstances pending earlier than immigration 

courts, an unprecedented transfer that would considerably scale back the present backlog of 1.7 

million cases. 

In a memo dated Sunday, Immigration and Customs Enforcement directed its attorneys to 

evaluation circumstances and attempt to clear these thought of low precedence 

underneath enforcement guidelines that the administration established final 12 months. The 

American Immigration Legal professionals Affiliation estimates that there are at the least 

700,000 such circumstances — about 40 % of the courtroom backlog. 

The company wouldn’t present an estimate of what number of circumstances can be cleared 

underneath the directive or how lengthy it could take. Earlier administrations have moved 

circumstances off the courtroom docket however not on such a broad scale. Throughout the eight 

years of the Obama administration, greater than 166,000 immigration circumstances had been 

administratively closed, according to court data. 

The courtroom backlog has ballooned to the biggest ever, inflicting yearslong delays for 

immigrants searching for asylum and different types of reduction. One motive is that the 

coronavirus pandemic has delayed proceedings. A big variety of circumstances had been added 

through the Trump administration, particularly after a surge in undocumented migrants crossing 

the border in 2019. That administration additionally reopened tens of 1000’s of circumstances 

that had been faraway from the courtroom docket. 

The trouble to scale back the backlog comes because the Biden administration prepares for what 

may very well be the biggest enhance but of undocumented migrants crossing the border. The 

surge is anticipated to coincide with the end of a pandemic-era public health order that has given 

border officers the authority to shortly expel undocumented migrants. 

Learn Extra About U.S. Immigration 

It’s the newest in a sequence of efforts by the Biden administration to streamline immigration 

enforcement within the absence of motion from Congress. 
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An ICE official, licensed by the company to talk publicly with out being recognized, mentioned 

attorneys would evaluation every case earlier than the courtroom to see if it met the 

administration’s priorities for enforcement: circumstances that contain a public security or 

nationwide safety menace, in addition to these involving individuals who just lately crossed the 

border with out documentation. 

At the moment, there are greater than 300,000 “administratively closed 

circumstances,” according to Justice Department data. Although inactive circumstances will be 

put again onto the courtroom calendar at any time by any administration, they usually stay closed 

for a few years. 

Throughout the Trump administration, greater than 34,000 circumstances had been put again on 

the immigration courtroom docket. Jeff Classes, the legal professional basic on the time, issued a 

decision that restricted the authority of immigration judges to maneuver circumstances off the 

courtroom calendar — a observe, he wrote, that “encumbers the honest and environment friendly 

administration of immigration circumstances.” 

The Biden administration disagrees. 

“Our immigration enforcement efforts are targeted on those that pose a menace to public 

security, the safety of our borders and our nationwide safety,” Alejandro N. Mayorkas, the 

homeland safety secretary, mentioned in an announcement on Monday. “The memo issued at 

present additional empowers our enforcement attorneys to give attention to these priorities, and 

it’ll assist clear a longstanding case backlog that has clogged the immigration courtroom system 

and stood in the best way of swiftly eradicating the best threats.” 

Closing, dismissing and streamlining low-priority circumstances, the ICE official mentioned, is a 

good and environment friendly technique to handle what has been an insurmountable backlog. 

ICE officers wouldn’t say how lengthy every case evaluation was anticipated to take. The trouble 

comes after an identical however smaller one which started in February to dismiss sure 

household immigration circumstances and direct folks to use by means of U.S. Citizenship and 

Immigration Providers, a course of that takes much less time. 

Greg Chen, a senior director of presidency relations on the American Immigration Legal 

professionals Affiliation, applauded the plan as a proactive step however mentioned that “case-

by-case evaluation is much extra laborious than in the event that they did a database sweep” to 

find out which of them may very well be faraway from the docket. 

The directive will go into impact this month. In late Could, when the pandemic-driven public 

well being rule that restricted immigration is lifted, officers count on a big enhance in border 

crossings, together with many migrants searching for asylum who might be summoned to 

immigration courtroom. 

A brand new, separate Biden administration asylum policy, which can direct individuals who 

cross the border with out documentation to have their claims evaluated by asylum officers as a 

substitute of immigration judges, won’t be absolutely operational for months. 
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Undocumented migrants are anticipated to use for asylum earlier than immigration judges inside 

a 12 months of arriving. Usually, asylum-seekers who usually are not detained are issued a 

summons with a courtroom date and wait a median of greater than 5 years earlier than showing 

in courtroom. 

However the crowds of individuals fleeing to flee poverty, violence and humanitarian disasters 

have been so massive that border officials have taken shortcuts when processing some into 

america, releasing them and not using a courtroom date and instructing them to complete the 

paperwork later. Which means extra circumstances are headed to the immigration courtroom 

system. 

The transfer to clear circumstances from the docket may draw criticism from conservatives, who 

may view it as going straightforward on undocumented immigrants. 

“Any initiative that concerned numerous case closures would definitely be thought of a type of 

amnesty, as a result of it could contain not prosecuting immigrants for sure immigration 

violations,” mentioned David J. Bier, a analysis fellow on immigration points on the Cato 

Institute, a libertarian suppose tank. 
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